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ESTIMATED VOUCHER CUTS IN 2006 UNDER HOUSE AND SENATE BILLS 
 

New York 
  

The table below displays estimates of cuts in housing voucher assistance that would occur under the 2006 
HUD funding bills passed by the U.S. House of Representatives and by the Senate Appropriations Committee.  It 
includes estimates for the state as a whole and for the hardest hit housing agencies in the state (those that would 
need to cut assistance for at least 50 families or 5 percent of their total).  The key statewide findings are: 

 
• Under the House bill, New York housing agencies would have to cut 4,545 vouchers. 

 
• Under the Senate bill, New York housing agencies would have to cut 2,176 vouchers. 

 
The cuts would occur at the same time that other agencies would receive more funding than they need to 

cover vouchers now being used.  Indeed, because of a flawed formula the House bill would provide many 
agencies with more funding than they need to cover all of the vouchers they are legally permitted to issue.  
Because of this waste, the House bill imposes larger cuts even though it provides more funding for voucher 
renewals than the Senate bill.   If the Senate bill were funded at the same level as the House bill, the voucher cuts 
would be significantly less than the estimates shown here.   
 

For further information on the potential cuts and other issues raised by the House and Senate bills, see 
http://www.cbpp.org/8-24-05hous.htm.  

  

 

Reductions in 
Families Assisted 

at Agencies 
Facing Cuts 

  
Authorized 
Vouchers 

Number of 
Families Assisted 

According to 
Recent Data 

House 
Bill 

Senate 
Bill 

New York (All Housing Agencies) 207,957 197,973 -4,545 -2,176
Housing Agencies Facing Large Cuts 
Clayville, Village 17 17 -1 -1
Clifton Park, Town 59 58 -8 -3
Cohoes HA 327 323 -18 -7
Deposit, Village 30 30 -2 -1
Farmingdale, Village* 20 19 -3 0
Forestport, Town 32 31 -5 -2
Greenburgh HA 303 269 -20 0
Hancock, Village 30 28 -2 -1
Highland Falls, Village 84 77 -10 -2
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Hoosick, Town 130 119 -10 -4
Ilion HA 112 95 -8 -2
Island Park Housing Authority 40 29 -3 0
Jay Housing Agency 42 41 -3 -1
Kortright, Town 20 20 -1 -1
Mechanicville HA 124 121 -9 -3
New York City Dept. of Housing Preservation & Dev.* 23,847 21,673 0 -567
New York City HA* 90,431 90,431 -3,908 -1,283
Newark HA 377 366 -24 -4
Port Jervis CDA* 327 290 -20 -4
Rochester HA 6,477 6,113 0 -102
Saranac Lake, Village 90 85 -6 -2
Sidney, Village 33 33 -2 0
Smithtown, Town 111 103 -11 -7
St. Johnsville, Village 60 60 -5 -2
Waterford, Village 55 53 -3 -1
Waterville, Village 22 22 -3 -1
White Plains  400 384 -21 -5
Whitestown, Town 49 49 -4 -2
Wilton, Town 31 31 -3 -1
Yonkers MHA 1,937 1,546 -94 -14

 
*It appears from the available HUD data that these agencies may have received a significant number of new vouchers in 2004.  
Such agencies may be eligible for additional funds under the House and Senate bills, but HUD has not released sufficient data 
to accurately assess the number of new vouchers at each agency or the size of the adjustment it could receive.  As a result, there 
is a higher risk for these agencies than for other agencies that the estimated cuts under either or both bills are inaccurate.  
 
Note on Estimates: Estimates are calculated from projections of average voucher costs and the number of authorized vouchers 
that will actually be in use in 2006 based on data through January 2005.  Estimates of cuts in assistance reflect reductions below 
the average number of authorized vouchers in use from May 2004-January 2005, the most recent 9 months for which data are 
available.  In some cases, housing agencies could respond to funding reductions by cutting assistance through steps other than 
reducing the number of families assisted, but these steps would also harm low-income families.  For example, agencies could 
reduce the amount of rent a voucher can cover, but this would make it more difficult for families to rent apartments outside the 
lowest-rent neighborhoods — which often have high crime, poor schools, and few jobs.  
 
For additional information on the assumptions used in making these estimates, see the technical appendix available on the 
internet at http://www.cbpp.org/8-24-05hous.htm.  State and local housing agencies may have more recent data, which could 
be used to make estimates that would more accurately reflect recent conditions in the area.  A calculator that would allow local 
agencies to make estimates based on these data is also available at http://www.cbpp.org/8-24-05hous.htm 


